
UV-Transmitting Glass and Acrylic 
 
There are some excellent UVB-transmitting glass and acrylic sheets which can be used for glazing skylights, windows or even for glazing whole greenhouses. 
There is even a polytunnel plastic – cheap flexible transparent sheeting – which can be used. They are usually referred to as “UVT” (UV Transmitting) products. 
The two graphs below show the transmission at different wavelengths, for several products. (NB: Fig.1 shows the whole spectrum including visible light; Fig.2. 
shows just the UV wavelengths.)  The crucial transmission for UVB and vitD synthesis is the "solar" UVB from 295nm - 320nm, and for reptile and bird vision, 
everything above about 350nm in the UVA. 
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I have researched the availability of several products in the UK and USA (December 2016) 
  
 
 

Fig. 2. 



Acrylic sheets (rigid flat sheets) 
  
In the UK 
Here in the UK, I've tested the UV transmission of a whole range of clear, rigid plastics, including three "sunbed acrylics" – Lucite Perspex, Irpen Polycril, and 
Bayplastics UVT Perspex... and a specially designed UV-transmitting twin-walled acrylic sheet, Plexiglas AllTop SDP16, used in European greenhouses... and 
also two semi-transparent soft rolls of plastics that are used for polytunnels: Lumisol Clear by Bpi.Visqueen and Sunmaster Clear by XL Horticulture Ltd..  
  
In the range of wavelengths found in sunlight which are crucial for vitamin D synthesis, the sunbed acrylics are superior to everything else, the Twinwall Acrylic 
is a close second, but both the plastic sheets perform really well... the Lumisol being better than the Sunmaster. 
As for UVA - enabling reptiles to see their whole "rainbow" - all the UVT products are superb. (Some ordinary plastic sheeting, like polycarbonate for example, 
blocks ALL UVA and UVB....) 
  
The best quality UVT acrylic sheets look like glass, and will permit up to approximately 85% transmission of solar UVB as measured with a Solarmeter 6.5, and 
up to 90% of visible light measured with a lux meter, when the sun, or lamp, is perpendicular to the sheet. (If at an angle, you get reflection of some of the light 
and UV off the surface, just as with glass, so you lose some of the UV.) 
Unfortunately, it is nowadays very difficult to find single flat sheets of acrylic for glazing windows, which have not had additives blended into the plastic which 
block out the UV. The only way to buy this in the UK is to order “sunbed acrylic”, and unfortunately this is a rather unusual purchase so you may be told you 
need to buy a whole enormous 6ft sheet as a minimum order, because few companies keep it in stock. ... Also, it is usually rather thin (2-3mm thick) and so not 
ideal for outdoor glazing, although sometimes 5mm is available.  
2-3mm sheets are quite flexible, and may not be strong enough to resist heavy rain, snow, hail and wind. But in 2010 I bought enough to half-glaze my 6ft x 8ft 
greenhouse and it is excellent for the summer, although the first autumn, 
several sheets blew out in a storm so I take out the panels and store them 
in the garage through the winter. (Fig. 3.) 
Trade names include Perspex, Plexiglas and Policril... but all these can also 
be purchased with UV Block, so make sure you order the right UV-
transmitting type! 
I enquired around numerous plastics specialists and finally found one in 
Scotland who are genuine specialists in plastic sheeting, called Q D 
Plastics (Glasgow) Ltd (http://www.qdplastics.co.uk/ ) The material I got 
was Policril HP. On their website right now is a product called Perspex XT 
0X02 UV Light Transmitting Sunbed Grade.  There are probably others. I 
bought a whole sheet and they cut it into panels for me; it was exactly what 
I wanted. 
Another company that also sells whole sheets and will cut them to size, is 
BayPlastics (where the test piece used in the graph above came from) - in 
fact they now have a web page that mentions the use of this acrylic for 
reptiles! 
http://www.plasticstockist.com/UV-Grade-Acrylic-Sheet/Clear-Sunbed-
Grade-Uv-Perspex-Acrylic-Sheet.aspx   
  
Sunbed acrylic is perfect for viewing panels and windows for small animal 
houses (shed-type buildings, outdoor animal enclosures) and could almost 

Fig. 3. 



certainly be made into skylights - if fire regulations and building insurance would allow. Chris Davis, Sand Lizard Re-introduction Project Co-ordinator, has used 
his pure acrylic sheets as greenhouse glazing for his European lacertids with no evidence of deterioration or reduction in UVB transmission for well over 10 
years. Pure acrylic is unaffected by UV or any other light; in theory it should remain transparent to UVB indefinitely.  
One point to bear in mind is that the thicker the sheet –whether glass or plastic – the more UV and light is absorbed, so buy as thin a sheet as is practical for 
the intended use. 
It is also melted by strong heat, so must not be placed too close to heat lamps or ceramic heaters. 
It is also quite easily scratched by claws or by cleaning tools and in time this can make it look unattractive. 
It is, however, quite strong and extremely impact resistant, and if it does receive a fatal blow, doesn’t break into a million hazardous pieces like glass.  
  
For really big greenhouse roofing projects, in Europe you can't beat Evonik Plexiglas AllTop, a twin-walled roofing sheet - but you'd have to get it sourced from 
Evonik in Germany.  
http://www.plexiglas-shop.com/GB/en/plexiglas-alltop-7qg5ijtmdk1/plexiglas-alltop-clear-29080-8zjzbtlox4r~p.html  
Spec sheet: https://www.plexiglas-shop.com/pdfs/en/234-13-PLEXIGLAS-Alltop-SDP-16-en.pdf 
Evonik Industries AG, Kirschenallee, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany. If you are trying to obtain it in the UK, you may be asked to buy a whole pallet, however, as a 
distributor would have to import it specially for you. 
  
In the USA 
“Solacryl” seems to be the most well-known product in the USA, and San Diego Zoo used it for their primate facility several years ago – they used to run an 
advertisement featuring this use with the title “Monkey Shine”! But the company has recently been taken over by a new company, Polyone, and I couldn’t get a 
reply when I last enquired about obtaining this. Anyway, the product you want is “Polycast Solacryl Stabilized Ultra Violet Transmitting Sheet” 
Try one of these links: 
http://www.polyone.com/products/cast-acrylic/cast-acrylic-performance-grades/polycast-uv-ir-and-light-control 
http://www.sdplastics.com/polycastsolacrylsuvtacrylicsheet.html 
http://www.professionalplastics.com/SolacrylUVT_Sheet?&search_id=2625272 
  
Evonik sell their “Plexiglas Alltop” in the USA under the brand name “Acrylite”: 
Evonik Acrylite AllTop 29080 UV-Transmitting 
https://www.acrylite-shop.com/US/us/acrylite-alltop-qv7r4bgbsp4/acrylite-alltop-colorless-29080-uv-transmitting-6rjy7gffh9z~p.html   
 
Low Iron Glass 
  
In the UK 
The second best thing to UVT acrylic is the “High Light Transmission” glass used by architects to achieve maximum light in modern, expensive new buildings. 
This is “low-iron” glass and is much more expensive than ordinary glass. It must not have any special “UV-blocking” coatings – which are often applied by the 
factory because they assume people don’t want UV. If no UV block is applied, this glass can allow 50 - 55% of the UVB through, and at least 75% of the UVA. 
It is important to keep the sheets as thin as possible (thicker sheets absorb more UV). 
I have tested 4mm thickness samples of two brands: Pilkingtons Optiwhite 
http://www.pilkington.com/products/bp/bybenefit/specialapplications/optiwhite/default.htm  
and Asahi Glass Company (AGC) Planibel Clearvision. 
http://www.yourglass.com/agc-glass-europe/gb/en/clear_float_glass/planibel_clear/planibel/clearvision/product_description.html 
But I am sure many other brands exist. I believe this type is well worth the extra cost, because of the large amount of UVA and visible light that gets through.... 
and the UVB is an important additional bonus. 



I haven't purchased any of this myself but a friend who keeps turtles and tortoises found that a local glazier was happy to order a small amount for him and cut 
it to size. 
  
In the USA 
The best-known low-iron glass is Vitro PPG Starphire low iron glass. It’s been recommended for years, by some herp keepers in the USA. 
http://www.ppgstarphire.com/ 
Spec sheet: 
http://www.ppgideascapes.com/getmedia/a3132b6f-d121-4df9-b4aa-c1838e21edf0/16398-Monolithic-Data-Sheet-%287083%29.pdf. 
  
Pilkington Optiwhite low iron glass is also well known in the USA: 
https://www.pilkington.com/en/global/products/product-categories/special-applications/pilkington-optiwhite 
http://www.archdaily.com/catalog/us/products/5840/low-iron-glass-pilkington-optiwhite-pilkington 
But I think any good USA glazier will be able to help you find a supplier. Make sure that what you get is low iron glass with no UV-absorbing coatings applied! 
  
Flexible UVT plastic sheeting 
  
The two flexible UVT plastics I tested were: 
Lumisol Clear by Bpi.Visqueen with 66% transmission at 300nm  http://bpivisqueen.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/LUMSIOL-BROCHURE.pdf 
Distributors: http://bpivisqueen.com/horticultural-agri/global-distributors/ 
eg. Northern Polytunnels sell it in several widths, eg. 7.3 metre width -  5 metres length (minimum order) costs just £36.77 
https://www.northernpolytunnels.co.uk/hobby-range/polytunnel-covers/polythene-covers/lumisol-clear.html 
and 
Sunmaster Clear by XL Horticulture Ltd. (www.xlhorticulture.co.uk) - 58% transmission at 300nm 
http://www.xlhorticulture.co.uk/xl-sunmaster-clear.html - 5 metres length (minimum order) costs £42.50 
  
Here is the link to Andy Highfield’s article on creating small outdoor shelters with this flexible sheeting. There’s my transmission spectrum in the article. I know 
that is useless for primates but then you have all the information on this topic in one place... 
Highfield, A. (2015) The 'Climate Frame' Outdoor Terrarium with Natural UV-B and WiR-A  http://www.tortoisetrust.org/articles/climateframe.html 
http://www.tortoisetrust.org/articles/climateframe.html 
I don’t know where this is sold in the USA but I’m sure there are equivalent products out there! 
 
CAUTION 
Be VERY careful if you use any form of acrylic or plastic to cover outdoor enclosures in sunlight. They must only cover a walk-in shelter, with a wide open end, 
It is VERY dangerous to cover the entire area, or to make a plastic "lid" for a tank or vivarium placed outdoors. Plastic and glass trap long-wavelength infrared 
radiation as well as hot air (the "greenhouse effect"). Lethal temperatures can build up inside very, very quickly unless there is a way for all air to flow out as 
soon as it heats up. Early trials with the Tortoise Trust "climate frame", when the plastic covered the whole frame, reached temperatures lethal to reptiles. (No 
tortoises were in the frame, it was just an experiment!) 
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